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Name of BritInn Fellow: Dr. Dr. Winfried Löffler, Associate Professor 

Home Department: Christian Philosophy  

Home University: Innsbruck 

Guest Department: Ian Ramsey Centre, Faculty of Theology  

Guest University: Oxford 

From: 30/10/19 Until: 10/11/19 

Title of Research Project: Early British Para-Analytic Philosophy 

Report on visit and future plans:  The project was based on the working hypothesis that the 

historical conditions for the emergence of analytic philosophy in Great Britain around 1900 

were much broader than the usual view permits, i.e. that the analytic style of philosophizing 

was foreshadowed by a broader range of figures (many of them widely forgotten today) and 

that a sort of “para-analytic” philosophy flourished, in relative detachment from the 

mainstream Moore/Russell/Wittgenstein traditions, well into the 20
th

 century (William R. 

Sorley and John Cook Wilson might provide initial examples). Beyond catalogue and 

literature studies (which could be begun at home), my research consisted in its first stage in 

large-scale inspections of the relevant shelves of some relatively untouched older philosophy 

libraries at Oxford. Discoveries from this extremely fruitful and 

surprising initial stage led to in-depth research in the Faculty Library 

of Philosophy & Theology and Bodleian Library, and to personal 

discussions and correspondence with various Oxford colleagues 

(especially Profs Timothy Williamson, Richard Swinburne, and William 

Mander). The next step is to provide a synthesis of my findings, which 

will in the end hopefully condense into one or more research articles; 

but even now insights from the Oxford Fellowship are enriching my 

teaching.  

Beyond conducting my research, I presented a paper on “Empirical 

Evidence Against Free Will? A Case Study in Neuro-Mythology” at the 

Ian Ramsey Center on 4
th

 November.               Picture Credits: W. Löffler 2019 

  



 

                

On my way to the Ian Ramsey Centre                                               First interesting findings in Pusey House Library  

         

What a workplace!                                                            My table in Campion Hall Library                        Charming signs of hospitality 

         

A Sunday afternoon walk: Christchurch College…         … and along the Thames                     My paper on Monday evening 

                  

Old Bodleian Library, courtyard            Lunch invitations and research talks on my project:           In the philosophy reading   

           New College …                                  … and Oriel College            rooms of Old Bodleian Library

  


